NATURAL LIFE STYLES

NATURAL LIFE STYLES is a bi-monthly information exchange. It's home spun, youth oriented, and features recipes, book reviews, organic gardening aids, shopping tips, "how to" articles—anything that will help you live more naturally and artfully. Importantly, NATURAL LIFE STYLES' information is as valuable and relevant to city people as it is to country folks. From helping you build your own house, to cooking up a stew, NATURAL LIFE STYLES "takes the time and the trouble to do a full job."—THE WHOLE EARTH CATALOG

SUBSCRIPTION: $9.00 Individual
$29.50 Library

COUNTERPLAY

If you know what the counterculture is—-is there a counterculture?—you should know about, and read, COUNTERPLAY. Four times yearly, COUNTERPLAY will take comments, articles, cartoons, artwork—whatever—from a variety of "underground/overground" sources, and run them through a thematic assumption. The first issue is "The Radical as Hero"; the second is "The Radical as Victim." Independent of the anthology framework will be the original fiction and non-fiction contributed by readers. Film, cocaine, politics, and games are just some of the topics that are covered in the first issue.

When the first issue of COUNTERPLAY is ready, please let me know

WOMEN'S STUDIES

AN INTERDISCIPLINARY JOURNAL

WOMEN'S STUDIES studies women. In history and current novels, in labor relations and love sonnets; in all the roles, and triumphs, and disasters. Three times per volume, WOMEN'S STUDIES examines literature and language, political science and art history, anthropology and psychology; it also publishes short fiction, poetry, and film and book reviews. The end result is a journal that chronicles changing consciousness, that explores the implications of feminism for scholarship and art, and that finally tries to help create a more equalitarian society—for women, and men.

SUBSCRIPTION: $10.00 Individual
$29.00 Library

If your local bookstore doesn't carry Gordon and Breach magazines, tell us, and we'll try and do something about it.

Gordon and Breach, One Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016